TOKYO TATEMONO
ENABLING EFFICIENT OPERATING
ENVIRONMENT WITH SIMPLIFIED
BILLING DATA ENTRY SCREEN
QUICK FACTS

“Since SAP Interactive Forms has made
data entry more efficient, we expect to
cut overtime considerably. The amount
of work has been increasing, and it is
a great achievement that we have been
able to reduce overtime hours without
hiring more staff.”
Yoshifumi Shimura, General Manager, Property
Accounting Department, Tokyo Tatemono Co. Ltd.

Company
• Name: Tokyo Tatemono Co. Ltd.
• Location: Chuo-ku, Tokyo
• Industry: Professional services – real estate
• Products and services: Development
and management of commercial buildings;
development and sale of condominiums
and detached houses; brokerage, appraisal,
and real estate consulting services
• Revenue: ¥134.4 billion (US$1.6 billion)
• Employees: 464
• Web site: www.tatemono.com
• Implementation partners: Hitachi Information
Systems Ltd., Adobe Systems Co. Ltd.
Challenges and Opportunities
• Quickly respond to changes in property
management services
• Update complicated billing system that was
optimized specifically for the company
• Integrate data-entry work processes that
differ from group to group
• Reduce training time and costs for operators
Objectives
• Enable efficient billing data entry
• Build a system to prevent incorrect data input
• Streamline and speed up operator training
process
• Eliminate dependence on individual system
expertise

SAP Customer Success Story
Professional Services – Real Estate

SAP Solutions and Services
• SAP® Interactive Forms software by Adobe
• SAP NetWeaver® technology platform
to support integration with the SAP ERP
application for financial accounting and
management accounting
Implementation Highlights
• Integrated data entry forms supported
by SAP Interactive Forms software with
data and processes supported by SAP ERP
• Created a new data entry form in a short
period without impacting existing system
Why SAP
• Easy data entry using PDF forms without the
necessity of end-user training in SAP ERP
• Ability to use the same format as the
existing billing instruction documents
• Easily customizable for different entry
systems
Beneﬁts
• Simplified and streamlined data input
• Made data checking process more efficient
and accurate
• Reduced overtime hours and labor charges
• Cut down training time and cost
• Clearly divided roles through separation of
contract management from billing operations
Existing Environment
• Third-party property management software
• Self-developed system

Founded in 1896, Tokyo Tatemono Co. Ltd., a pioneer in the Japanese
realty business, is a real estate developer that has expanded into
numerous businesses. To promote more efficient billing, the company
introduced SAP® Interactive Forms software by Adobe as the interface
for data entry. Improved efficiency has made it possible to considerably reduce operators’ working hours as well as training hours and
costs. Integration with accounting functionality in the SAP ERP application has contributed to streamlining the entire accounting operation.

Diversified Services, Complicated
Systems
After over 100 years in business, Tokyo
Tatemono still explores new fields, following its philosophy of “Maintaining Trust
into the Future.” As a real estate developer, the company has been developing
various businesses, focusing on six areas:
urban redevelopment, leasing of buildings,
residential development, management
of commercial facilities, management of
resorts, and real estate services. Having
traditionally leased the real estate it
owns, Tokyo Tatemono is expanding its
business to include subleasing, property
management, and asset management.
This expansion of business scope has,
however, caused several challenges in
its operation.
Yoshifumi Shimura, general manager of
the property accounting department at
Tokyo Tatemono, explains: “For the past
decade, the real estate industry has been
going through drastic changes. We are
no exception. We used to manage mainly

our own buildings. Currently, however,
the percentage of managing subleased
buildings and property management
services as an agent is increasing greatly
for our business.” In addition, the enforcement of the law in 1998 concerning the
liquidation of specified assets through
a special-purpose company helped promote real estate securitization. Property
now has the aspect of a financial commodity. Shimura continues: “As a result
of these changes, we have had to apply
some means of financial management.
For about 10 years, we have utilized SAP
ERP to support our accounting operations, but as property management and
related services have become more complicated, it turns out that the conventional
approach has its limits.”
Data on rent, common service charges,
and utilities expense for tenants of both
owned and subleased buildings and
buildings for which the company acts as
property manager is processed through
accounting functionality in the SAP ERP
application. Data entry for customer

billing, however, was carried out using
property management software from
a third-party software vendor as well as
company-developed software, depending on management preference. That
resulted in overdependence on individual
knowledge and expertise and decentralized operations, which inevitably led to
operational inefficiency.
Operators in the property accounting
department handle billing data entry, but
not all of them are familiar with accounting operations. Furthermore, except for
those with an accounting background, it
is quite rare to have used SAP ERP; in
fact, new employees have never been
exposed to the software. The company
estimates it would take two to three
months for new staff members to understand accounting operations and master
SAP ERP. “While property management
was becoming more diversified, multiple
systems were in operation,” says
Tomoharu Miyakawa, manager of
the property accounting department at
Tokyo Tatemono. “Each group used a
different system, so even if one group
became overwhelmed, that group couldn’t
ask another one for help. This kind of
resource allocation problem had to be
resolved urgently.”
Billing involves extremely intensive work
compressed into a limited period; 80%
to 90% of the billing operation is concentrated around the beginning and end of
a month. To correctly process thousands
of data items in such a short period, it
was essential to speed up and streamline
the operation.

“As the real estate business has changed drastically, I find SAP Interactive
Forms appealing because it offers the same data entry format as that of
billing instructions, enabling integrated operation regardless of management style.”

Yoshifumi Shimura, General Manager, Property Accounting Department,
Tokyo Tatemono, Co. Ltd.

Re-Creating Billing Instructions
On-Screen
To address these challenges, Tokyo
Tatemono started with efficient billing
and accounting data input. To replace
existing property management and
self-developed software, the company
decided to introduce a new interface
that enables data entry through interactive PDF forms and to make it fully operational as of August 2010. Reflecting
on the decisive factor for choosing SAP
Interactive Forms software by Adobe,
Shimura says, “As the real estate business has changed drastically, I find SAP
Interactive Forms appealing because
it offers the same data entry format as
that of billing instructions, enabling integrated operation regardless of management style.” For a smooth introduction

departments in the form of paper documents. Operators transcribe the instructions using a data-entry screen and visually
confirm the data. Traditionally, operators
picked up the necessary information from
the paper instructions and entered the
data into the corresponding screen sections, often switching between multiple
screens. It would take quite a long time
to learn such a complex operation, which
made entering and checking data more
burdensome than necessary.
However, with SAP Interactive Forms,
all the operator needs to do is follow the
highlighted entries and transcribe the data
in a PDF file whose format is almost the
same as the paper instructions. “The
PDF form looks almost the same as the
instruction document, so it helps to significantly reduce not only the probability

“The PDF form looks almost the same as the instruction document, so it helps
to significantly reduce not only the probability of entry errors but also the
amount of checking time.”
Tomoharu Miyakawa, Manager, Property Accounting Department, Tokyo Tatemono Co. Ltd.

in a short period, he feels it was helpful
that the company had support from Hitachi
Information Systems and Adobe Systems
as well as the know-how gained from having used SAP ERP for more than 10 years.
The data-entry process in the property
management business is as follows: the
property accounting department receives
billing instructions issued by the sale

of entry errors but also the amount of
checking time,” says Miyakawa. “Dealing with various kinds of operations, we
created a different entry to the system
for each operation to filter the different
kinds of buildings and billing. However,
the operational and screen formats are
basically the same, so we are not dependent on data specifications in SAP ERP,”
continues Miyakawa.

Improved Work Environment That
Increases Efficiency
Introducing SAP Interactive Forms has
greatly improved operators’ work efficiency, which has drastically reduced the
need for overtime work. “We expect to
cut the need for overtime work considerably. We cannot say it’s all due to SAP
Interactive Forms, but the software
surely contributed a lot. Our operators
used to work until 10:00 p.m. during our
busiest time, but now they usually leave
before 9:00 p.m. In fact, cutting down
on the overtime of our office staff is one
of the most important issues on which
we keep working. Although work volume
has been increasing, we found that we
could reduce overtime while reducing
the number of operators. We are very
happy with this achievement and regard
it as a huge advantage in terms of labor
cost,” comments Shimura.
It now takes far fewer hours to train new
employees. As a result, they can start
working as dependable staff in a shorter
period. “We need to give new employees
only basic instructions about the system,
in addition to the general training seminars for new recruits,” says Shimura. “So
it has shortened both the training time
and the cost.”
Furthermore, since the uniform entry
format has reduced the dependence
on individual skills, the company can deal
more flexibly with resource allocation.
“Every personnel change or retirement
used to be a big problem for us. Because
our systems differed from group to group,

www.sap.com /contactsap

even simple staff transfers were difficult.
However, now that integrated, easy-touse software is in place, we find it much
easier to make personnel changes, hire
new staff, and form better work groups.
I’m sure work efficiency will improve considerably,” comments Miyakawa.

More Flexible Property
Management
In addition to replacing its former property
management software by introducing
SAP Interactive Forms as its data entry
interface and linking it with SAP ERP, the
company experienced another major shift.
It separated contract management operations from billing and accounting operations. Now contract management is
handled by the sales division, which clarifies the roles between the sales and property accounting units. The sales unit
provides contract information, while property accounting operators enter it into
the system.
“As contracts became more diversified,
it was almost impossible to manage all

the information from contracts and billing
to accounting with the former software
functionality. Separating contract information from that of billing and accounting
is a big change for us. As a result, we
made it possible to build a new interface
for more efficient data entry, which is a
great achievement,” comments Shimura.
The company will pursue even more work
efficiency through SAP Interactive Forms.
“For more convenience, we’ll improve
the data-entry interface,” says Miyakawa.
“For example, we are thinking of adding
a typing-error check function to strengthen
data consistency.” Shimura adds, “I’m
very interested in the ability to easily add
various functions to SAP ERP. I’m sure
SAP ERP itself is going to change in the
future, and I have high expectations for
the evolution.”
Responding to the needs of the times
and using efficient solutions, Tokyo
Tatemono will continue to develop progressive approaches in the ever-changing
and ever-challenging real estate
business.
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